Camper Rentals Lethbridge
Camper Rentals Lethbridge - Truck campers are portable and temporary living spaces which are fitted onto the bed of pickup
trucks. They are especially useful just because they give an affordable camping option for individuals who choose not to
purchase, or cannot pay for, a camper which is more costly. Truck campers have a number of benefits, but they also have some
disadvantages.
Nearly all truck campers have simple designs. The camper's main portion, where the majority of the daily activity will take place,
takes up most of the truck bed. It can slightly hang over the side of the truck bed and may extend off the back of the tailgate a very
short distance. The sleeping space is generally high and positioned above the cab of the truck. This helps free up area down
below and create some added living space.
Usually, the sleeping space takes up roughly the same amount of floorspace as the living space of the truck camper. Then again,
the total space is less in the sleeping space simply because the headroom is reduced. The living space usually consists of several
basic home comforts, like for example a couple of burners and a sink, generally a television and microwave too. A sitting area and
table are also commonly present in the living space.
A truck camper is just a smaller version of any type of camper. They offer some advantages that bigger campers cannot. The cost
to transport them, for example, is most likely the lowest of any type of camper, except for maybe a tent or a pop-up. Even though
these campers are higher profile and do have a little bit of a drag, other campers have much more drag. Moreover, they are easier
to maintain as opposed to other types of campers and often cost less during that initial acquisition.
Then again, truck campers also have some disadvantages. For those who are used to full-sized camper, the truck camper size
may make the experience unsatisfactory. Individuals who feel anxious in tight spaces may also find these kinds of campers to be
unacceptable. Furthermore, individuals who go camping for extended periods of time or who go camping often might want to
consider another alternative.
Truck campers are usually designed for a particular truck size and lots of campers come with recommended truck models.
Owners will find the operation and installation of the campers will much better if they select a model recommended for their
specific vehicle. Despite several limitations in models, lots of models come with optional accessories and features which allow
some flexibility for individuals going camping.

